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Abstract

In this paper the class of rings for which the right flat modules form the torsion-free class of a
hereditary torsion theory {3~c, &G) are characterized and their structure investigated. These rings are
called extended semihereditary rings. It is shown that the class of regular rings with ring homomor-
phism is a full co-reflective subcategory of the class of extended semihereditary rings with "flat"
homomorphisms. A class of prime torsion theories is introduced which determines the torsion theory
(SQ, ^C). The torsion theory (S~G, ̂ G) is used to find a suitable generalisation of Dedekind Domain.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 16 A 08, 16 A 14, 16 A 52.

1. Introduction and definitions

In [6] a ring R was defined to be an extended semihereditary ring if M(R), the left
flat epimorphic hull of R, is a regular ring, and if every finitely generated right
i?-submodule of M(R) is projective.

A. Hattori [10] defined a right /^-module to be torsion-free if, for all a e A and
x e R, ax = 0 implies that there exist elements {xv x2,... ,xn) c R with xtx = 0
for all 1 < i < n, and {av a1,...,an) c A such that a = Y."=1aixi. In [4], this
class of modules, which will be denoted by yR, was shown to be the torsion-free
class of a perfect torsion theory if and only if R is a right P.P. ring, M(R) e yR,
and M(R) is a regular ring. When this occurs the corresponding perfect topology
G is the set of all right ideals of R which contain a finitely generated right
essential ideal. This torsion theory will be denoted (3~c, &G). The reader is
referrred to [7], [13] and [17] for details of torsion theories.

It is shown in Section 2 of this paper that the class of right flat modules is the
torsion-free class of a hereditary torsion theory if and only if R is an extended
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[2] Torsion theories over semihereditary rings 55

semihereditary ring. When the flat modules do satisfy this property they coincide
with J ^ and hence withyR.

The category y"of regular rings and ring homomorphisms is shown to be a full,
coreflective subcategory of #, the category of extended semihereditary rings with
homomorphisms, the ring homomorphisms which induce a left and right flat
^-module structure, i.e. a ring homomorphism <j>: R -» S is a homomorphism of #
if it induces a right and left flat /^-module structure on S.

In Section 3 it is shown that for R an extended semihereditary ring, the torsion
theory (5^ , J5^) is the meet, in the lattice of torsion theories, of a class of prime
torsion theories. The relationship between these prime torsion theories and the
structure of the ring is investigated.

It is shown that each of these prime torsion theories is a perfect maximal
torsion theory if and only if M(R), the left flat epimorphic hull of R, has
artininan primitive factors.

Throughout this paper R is an associative ring with identity, Qmax(R) is the
maximal right quotient ring of R, and M(R) is the left flat epimorphic hull of R.
JiR denotes the category of right /^-modules. If A e JtR, let ER{A) be the right
injective hull of A. If X c R, let rR(X)= {y <E R: Xy = 0}, and let lR(X) be
defined similarly. If / is a right ideal of R and a e R,let(I: Ra) = {x: ax e I).
The reader is referred to [7] for details of non-singular rings.

T will always denote the torsion radical of the torsion theory {$~G, &G), and for
A G Jt' R, T(A) will denote the torsion submodule of A. The localisation of A with
respect to this torsion theory will be denoted by Qr(A). A module A ^ Jt R will
be said to be G-injective if every diagram of the form

0 -» N' -* N
» i / j8 N/N' e J-G

A
can be completed commutatively. The G-injective hull of A e J(R will be denoted
by EG(A). A right ideal of an extended semihereditary ring is said to be G-closed
if T(R/J) = 0.

2. Extended semihereditary rings

From Theorem 4.4 of [4] and Theorem 3.3 of [5] the following theorem is
obtained.

THEOREM A. For a ring R with maximal right quotient ring Qmax(R), the
following are equivalent:

(i) M(R), the left flat epimorphic hull of R, is regular, and every finitely generated
right R-submodule ofM(R) isprojective.
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(ii) R is right semihereditary, and Qmax(R) is right flat as an R-module.
(iii) R is right semihereditary, and every finitely generated non-singular right

R-module is flat.
(iv) R is left semihereditary, and every finitely generated non-singular left R-mod-

ule is flat.
(v) SfR is the torsion-free class of a perfect torsion theory, and every A e £fR is a

right flat R-module.

Following [5], rings satisfying the equivalent conditions of the Theorem will be
called extended semihereditary rings.

THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent for a ring R.
(i) The class of right flat R-modules is the torsion-free class of a hereditary torsion

theory.
(ii) R is an extended semihereditary ring.
(iii) The class of right flat R-modules is the torsion-free class of a perfect torsion

theory.

PROOF, (i) => (ii). Every submodule of a right flat /^-module is flat, and hence,
the weak global dimension of R is at most 1. Direct products of flat .R-modules
are flat, and thus R is right semihereditary. Qmax(R) is the injective hull of R and
is thus flat. Condition (ii) of Theorem A now implies that R is an extended
semihereditary ring.

(ii) => (iii). This is immediate from condition (v) of Theorem A.
(iii) =» (i). This is immediate.
The left symmetric conditions corresponding to (i) and (iii) are also equivalent

to R being an extended semihereditary ring. This theorem strengthens the result
of Cheatham and Enochs [2].

' Extended semihereditary' is a Morita invariant property. Let R be an extended
semihereditary ring. Then

(i) If e is an idempotent of R such that ReR = R, then eRe is an extended
semihereditary ring, and eM(R)e is the left flat epimorphic hull of eRe [18],

(ii) (M(R))(n), the ring o f n X w matrices over M(R), is the left flat epimorphic
hull of R(n), the ring o f « X n matrices over R.

EXAMPLES, (i) Every commutative semihereditary ring is an extended semi-
hereditary ring.

(ii) A semiprime semihereditary (left and right) PI ring is an extended semi-
hereditary ring.

(iii) A right semihereditary ring R such that RR is finite dimensional and the
maximal right and left quotient rings coincide is an extended semihereditary ring.
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DEFINITION 2.2. A right /^-module AR is said to be semihereditary if every
finitely generated right .R-module is projective.

THEOREM 2.3. The following are equivalent for a ring R with left flat epimorphic
hullM(R):

(i) R is an extended semihereditary ring;
(ii) M(R) is regular, and the G-injective hull, EG(P), of every projective right

R-module is a semihereditary R-module;
(iii) M/JM is a semihereditary R-module for each finitely generated right ideal J

ofR.

PROOF, (i) <=> (ii). Let P be a projective i?-module. Then P e JFG, and EG(P)
may be considered as an M(R)-module. EG(P) is the module of quotients of P,
and Proposition 17.12 of Golan [6] gives that EC(P) is a projective M(/?)-module.

Since M(R) is regular, every finitely generated M-submodule of EC(P) is
projective as an M(/?)-module. Let P' be a finitely generated .R-submodule of P.
Then P' is flat, and P' <&R M is a projective submodule of P ®R M = EG(P).
Theorem (3.1) of [10] implies that P' is projective. The converse is immediate.

(ii) => (iii). If J is a finitely generated right ideal of R, then JM is a direct
summand of M(R), as M(R) is regular. Thus M/JM = (1 — e)Af for some
idempotent e e i? [6, Theorem 2.2], and M/JM = EG((l - e)R). Thus M/JM is
a semihereditary /^-module.

(iii) => (i). By the assumption, M(R) is a semihereditary .R-module, and hence
R is a right semihereditary ring.

Let x G M{R). Then xl c R for a right ideal / e F, the topology of the perfect
torsion theory determined by M(R) [7, Proposition 17.8]. Since the torsion theory
is perfect, / can be chosen with finite generating set {slt s2,...,sn). Let
{xs v xs2, • • • ,xsn} be the generating set of a right ideal / of R. Then JM = xM.

Consider the 7?-submodule of M/JM generated by 1 + JM. The exact se-
quence

0 -> xM n # - • R-(l + JM)R ->• 0

splits, since (1 + JM)R is projective. Thus xM n R = eR for e2 = e e R. Thus
xM = eM, and M is a regular ring. Theorem A now implies that R is an extended
semihereditary ring.

The following is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 of [15].

COROLLARY 2.4. The ring (Q MQR)) is a left semihereditary ring if and only if R is
an extended semihereditary ring.

A ring R is said to be right P. P. if every principal right ideal of R is projective.
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a right P.P. ring, S a ring, and <J>: R -> S a ring
homomorphism. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) RS is torsion-free in the sense of Hattori.
(ii) For all x, y G R such that rR(x) = rR(y), we have rs(6(x)) = rs(6(y)).
(iu) For all x e R, we have [6(rR(x))]S = rs(d(x)).
If R is an extended semihereditary ring, then the following conditions are

equivalent to (i), (ii), (iii).
(iv) S is a left flat R-module.
(v) / / / , J are finitely generated left ideals of R, then rR(I) = rR(J) implies that

rs(0(I)) = rs(8(J)).
(vi) For I, J finitely generated left ideals of R, we have 6(rR(I))S = rs(6(I)).

PROOF, (i) => (ii) and (iii) => (i) are immediate.
(ii) => (iii). Clearly, we have [8(rR(x))]S c rs(6(x)). Conversely, assume that

0(x)s = 0, where J G S , Since R is a right P.P. ring, there is an idempotent e e R
such that rR(x) = rR(l - e). Hence 0(1 - e)s = 0. This implies that 6(l)s -
0(e)s = 0, and hence that s e [6(eR)]S = [6(rR(x))]S.

(i) <=> (iv). This is a consequence of Theorem A.
(iv) => (vi). Let / be a finitely generated left ideal of R and {xv, x2,...,xn) a

generating set of /. Then rR(I) — C]f=1rR(Xi). Condition (iii) implies that
0(r/?(x,))5 = ^(^(jC;)) for all xt and, as S is left flat, that

0(rR(l))S = elf) rR(x,))s =

The implications (vi) =» (v) and (v) =» (i) are straightforward and will be
omitted.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring and J a two-sided
ideal of R such that R/J is left and right flat as an R-module. Then R/J is an
extended semihereditary ring.

PROOF. R/J is a left and right semihereditary ring, since this property is
preserved by flat epimorphisms. Since R/J is right semihereditary, ZR/J(R/J) =
0, i.e. R/J is a non-singular (/?/./)-module. Thus Qmax(R/J) is the (/?/J)-injec-
tive hull of R/J, and since R/J is left flat as an i?-module, Qmax(R/J) is also the
.R-injective hull of R/J.
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Thus, as injective hulls of right flat i?-modules are flat, Qmax(R/J) is right flat
as an /^-module, and hence right flat as an (i?//)-module. Theorem A now
implies that R is an extended semihereditary ring.

THEOREM 2.7. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring, S a regular ring, and <j>:
R —* S a ring homomorphism such that RS and SR are flat.

Then SR is right G-injective R-module. (The left symmetric result also holds.)

PROOF. Let / e G, and let 6 e Hom^(/, 5). Then 6 induces an S-homomor-
phism

I ®RS -» S ®RS -» S,

and, as RS is flat, / ®R S -* IS is an isomorphism.
Since lR(I) = 0, it follows that /5(0(/)) = 6(lR(I))S = 0 (Proposition 2.5).

Hence 0( I)S is a finitely generated dense right ideal of S, and / ®RS = IS = 5,
since 5 is a regular ring.

Hence 6 induces a map

S -» S ®RS -» S,

i.e. there exists 6' e Homs(S, 5) such that 6'<t>(x) = d(x) for all x e /. The map
tf '<j> G HomR(/!, S). By Proposition (4.1) of [6], S is a right G-injective /^-module.

THEOREM 2.8. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring and M(R) the left flat
epimorphic hull of R, with /}: R -* M(R) being the inclusion map of R in M(R).

For any left and right flat ring homomorphism 0: R -» S of R into a regular ring
S, there exists a ring homomorphism 0: M(R) —* S such that the diagram

R

'M(R)

commutes; moreover, the map 6 is unique.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.7, SR is a G-injective /^-module, is torsion-free in the
torsion theory (3~c, &c), and hence has the structure of an M(R) module.

Since M(R)/R e fG, there exists a 0 e HornR(M(R), S) such that the dia-
gram

M(R)
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commutes. Since M(R) is a left flat epimorphic image of R, the functor y:
•^M(R) ~*-^R is full> and 0 e HomM(M(R), S). It is straightforward to show
that 8 is a ring homomorphism and that it is unique.

Let # denote the category of extended semihereditary rings with homomor-
phisms being the flat (left and right) ring homomorphisms. Let V be the category
of regular rings with ring homomorphisms. Then V is a full subcategory of #,
and Theorem 2.8 implies that a left adjoint to the inclusion functor exists. Thus
we have the following result.

COROLLARY 2.9. "/" is a full, co-reflective subcategory of %'. The map /?:
R —* M(R) is the left adjoint to the inclusion functor of'y in %'.

To conclude this section we present a characterisation of the torsion modules of
the torsion theory (&~c, £FG). The proof is omitted.

PROPOSITION 2.10. For an extended semihereditary ring R, we have AR e !Tcif
and only if A ®R E = 0 for all left injective R-modules E.

3. Prime torsion theories

The following two results are analogues of classical results for injective mod-
ules. They are stated without proof.

LEMMA 3.1. Let (_9~, &) be a torsion theory for JlR which has maximal closed
right ideals. Then ifO¥=a^A G J , there exists a maximal closed right ideal V of
R and a homomorphism <j>: A -» E(R/V) such that <S>(a) # 0.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let A e &, a torsion-free class of a torsion theory having
maximal closed right ideals. Then A may be imbedded in a direct product of modules
of the form E(R/Va) where the Va are the maximal closed right ideals of R.

The torsion theory {3~G, J^ ) is a perfect torsion theory of an extended
semihereditary ring, and there is a bijection between the right ideals of M(R) and
the G-closed right ideals of R. Each G-closed right ideal of R is of the form J P\ R
where/ is a right ideal of M(R) and (J O R)M(R) = J [7, Proposition 17.5].

The torsion theory (^G, &G) has maximal closed right ideals, and these are the
contractions of the maximal right ideals of M(R).

Let {3~v, &v) be the torsion theory cogenerated by the module E(R/V), [7,
page 14], where V is a maximal G-closed right ideal of an extended semihereditary
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ring R. If A G J( R, let T K ( J 4 ) be the torsion submodule of A with respect to the

torsion theory (3~v, ^v). Let {Va) be the set of all maximal G-closed right ideals

oiR.

THEOREM 3.3. For an extended semihereditary ring R:
(i) YlaE(R/Va) is an injective cogenerator of the torsion theory (^c, &c).
(ii) (STC, &c) is the meet, in the lattice of torsion theories, of the torsion theories

(iii) For each maximal G-closed right ideal V, (S~y, ^v) is a prime torsion theory.

PROOF, (i) This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.2.
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of (i) and of the definition of meet [7,

page 76].
(iii) A torsion theory is prime if and only if it is cogenerated by R/I, where / is

a critical right ideal of R [7, page 196]. Each maximal G-closed right ideal of R is
a critical right ideal.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S be a right ring of quotients of R, an extended semiheredi-
tary ring such that SR is flat. Then S is an extended semihereditary ring, and RS is
flat.

PROOF. Let <j>: R -* S. Then Ker<f> is a right torsion ideal of R and thus
T = /?/Ker <J> is left flat as an A-module [6, Proposition 2.7]. TR is also flat as T
can be considered as a submodule of SR and the weak global dimension of R is at
most 1. Tis an extended semihereditary ring (Proposition 2.6).

Further, T c S c Qmax(T) and Qma]i(T) is right and left flat as a T-module.
The transitivity of flatness gives that Qmax(T) is also left and right flat as an
/{-module. Theorem A now gives that S is an extended semihereditary ring and

RS is flat as, the weak global dimension of R is at most 1.

COROLLARY 3.5. For an extended semihereditary ring R:
(i) Ry, the ring of quotients of R with respect to the torsion theory (3~v, ?FV), is

right and left flat as an R-module.
(ii) R/ry(R) is left and right flat as an R-module and is an extended semiheredi-

tary ring.

P R O O F , (i) ^v<z^c. Thus Rv is right flat as an .R-module. Proposition 3.4

implies that R v is also left flat,

(ii) This is an easy consequence of (i).
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In Section 2, the category #of extended semihereditary rings with left and right
flat ring homomorphisms was introduced. In Corollary 3.5 it has been shown that
the map fy: R -» R v is a homomorphism of %', and that ry(R) is a kernel of such
a map.

Let . / b e the set of ideals of R which are kernels of the homomorphisms of <&.
In a regular ring every ideal is a member of J. The intersection of all ideals of the
form T y (R) isO.

COROLLARY 3.6. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring. There is a bijection
between the ideals of M( R) and the ideals of R which are members of J given by
J -» J n R and the inverse I -> IM(R).

PROOF. If x £ J, a two-sided ideal of M(R), there exist idempotents e, / e J
such that x = ex and x = xf. By [6, Theorem 2.2] there exist idempotents g and h
of R such that eM(R) = gM(R) and M(R)f = M(R)h. Hence / n i ? e / b y
Proposition 2.4 of [6].

Let 7 € i . Then <j>: R -* R/J is a homomorphism of #, and R/J is an
extended semihereditary ring (Proposition 2.6). Let M(R/J) be the left flat
epimorphic hull of R/J. Then there is a map <>': M(R) -> M{R/J) such that the
diagram

commutes. Now J = Ker </> = Ker<J>' n /?. The proof may be concluded by using
the properties of the closed ideals of a perfect torsion theory.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring, and let J G.J'. Then
J c V, where V is a maximal G-closed right ideal ofR, and furthermore J c rv(R).

PROOF. J is a G-closed right ideal of R and is thus contained in a maximal
G-closed right ideal VofR.

Let x eJ\Ty(R). Then there exists <j> <= HomR(xR, E(R/V)) such that
4> # 0. Since ER(R/V) is an essential right extension of R/V, we have Im<#> n
R/V * 0 . Thus there is an element r e R such that <>(x/-) = z + F # 0 + F . If
_V e / ^ ( A T ) , then 0 = (j>(xry) = zy + V. Thus >» e rR(z + F) , and so it has been
shown that rR(xr) c rR(z + V).

Since R is right semihereditary, there exists e2 = e e R such that rR(xr) = eR
and lRrR{xr) = R(l — e) c 7. Hence z = z(l - e) + ze e F, and this is a con-
tradiction. Thus/ c Ty(R).
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COROLLARY 3.8. If R is a regular ring, and if P is a right primitive ideal of R such
that P = {x: Rx c V), where V is a maximal right ideal of R, then P = TV{R).

LEMMA 3.9. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring with left flat epimorphic
hull M(R). If V is a maximal right ideal ofM(R), and ifV'C\R= V, then

Ty(R) = 7>(M) HR.

Each of the ideals TV(R) is the contraction of a right primitive ideal of M(R).
If every right primitive ideal of M(R) is maximal (e.g. if M(R) is also biregular)
then the Ty(R) are the maximal elements of J.

COROLLARY 3.10. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring, V a maximal right
ideal of M(R\ and V = V n R the corresponding maximal G-closed right ideal of
R.

Then M/TV,(M) is the left flat epimorphic hull ofR/ry(R). Moreover, R/TV(R)

is an extended semihereditary ring, and M/ry,( M) is a right primitive regular ring.

PROOF. That R/TV{R) is a right essential submodule of M/ry,(M) is a
consequence of Lemma 3.9 and the fact that rv(R) is G-closed. Corollary 3.5
implies that R/ry(R) is an extended semihereditary ring, and thus M/TV.{M) is
left and right flat as an A-module.

Finally, to prove that \p: R/ry(R) -> M/ry(M) is a ring epimorphism, con-
sider the diagram

e
R >-M

R/rv(R)-

where C is an arbitrary ring, and where a, /? are ring homomorphisms such that
a\p = (i\p. The rectangle is commutative, and <j>'6 is a ring epimorphism. Thus \p<}>
is a ring epimorphism, and it is now easily shown that \p is a ring epimorphism.

COROLLARY 3.11. Every extended semihereditary ring is a subdirect product of
indecomposable extended semihereditary rings.

When R is an extended semihereditary ring and M(R) is biregular, every ideal
of . / i s generated by central idempotents (the Boolean algebra B(R) of central
idempotents of R coincides with B(M(R))). The ideals of the form rv{R) are
contractions of the primitive ideals of M(R), and each ideal rv{R) is generated
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by the idempotents of a maximal ideal of B(R); that is, TV(R) = xR, where x is a
maximal ideal of B(R). R can be represented as a Pierce ring F(X, 0t) of global
sections, where X = Spec(2?(/?)), the Stone space of the Boolean algebra B(R),
and where the Pierce stalks Rx, x e X, are indecomposable extended semiheredi-
tary rings for which the flat epimorphic hulls are simple regular rings ([3], [16]).

THEOREM 3.12. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring. Then the following are
equivalent.

(i) Rvis a simple artinian ring for all maximal G-closed right ideals of R.
(ii) M(R) has artinian primitive factors.
(iii) {£7~v, .^V) is a perfect maximal torsion theory for all maximal G-closed right

ideals of R.

PROOF, (i) =» (ii). R v being simple artinian implies that R v is the left flat
epimorphic hull of R/TV(R). Thus, by Corollary 3.10, we have Ry = M/ry.(M).
Hence M/TV,(M) is a simple artinian ring.

(ii) =» (iii). RV=M/TV,(M) for all V, and thus the torsion theories are
saturated and perfect. Theorem 17.19 of [7] now gives the result.

(iii) => (i). Again this is a consequence of Theorem 17.19 of [7].
Regular rings with artinian primitive factors are discussed in Chapter 6 of [9].

LEMMA 3.13. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring and V a maximal G-closed
right ideal of R which is also a member of J. Then Rv is a division ring and is the
right classical quotient ring of R/V.

PROOF. V is a right critical ideal of R. So Theorem 18.7 of [7] implies that R/V
is a right ore domain. Moreover, TV(R) = n/eHomR(R £(K/n)Ker/, and as Fis a
right torsion ideal, HomR(K, E(R/V)) = 0 [12, Section 2]. Hence V = rv(R).

As V is a critical right ideal, HomR(R/I, ER{R/V)) = 0 for all right ideals
/ 2 V. Hence R v is the maximal right quotient ring of R.

THEOREM 3.14. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring. Then the following are
equivalent.

(I)TV(R)= Vfor all V.
(ii) Ryis a division ring for all V.
(iii) M(R) is strongly regular.

PROOF, (i) => (ii). If TV(R) = V, then F e / , and Lemma 3.13 gives the result.
(ii) => (iii). Ry = M/TV,{M), since M/TV.(M) is the left flat epimorphic hull of

R/TV{R). Hence TV,{M) is a completely prime ideal. Thus M(R) has no non-zero
nilpotents and so is strongly regular.
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(iii) => (i). If M(R) is strongly regular, then every ideal of M(R) is two-sided.
Thus every G-closed right ideal of R is two-sided. Hence, if V is a maximal
G-closed right ideal of R, then V is a contraction of a maximal ideal of R. Thus
F e / , and Proposition 3.7 implies that V = TV(R).

COROLLARY 3.15. For an extended semihereditary ring R, the following are
equivalent.

(i) TV(R) is a critical right ideal of R for all maximal G-closed right ideals V.
(ii) R/TV(R) is a right ore domain for all maximal G-closed right ideals V.
(iii) TV(R) is a completely prime ideal for all maximal G-closed right ideals V.
(iv) R has no non-zero nilpotents.
(v) M(R) is strongly regular.

In [6] it was shown that an extended semihereditary ring without non-zero
nilpotents has a (right and left) classical ring of quotients.

The following examples demonstrate the severity of the conditions necessary
for M(R) to be the classical quotient ring of R. Further examples appeared in [5].

EXAMPLES. 1 [11, Proposition 2]. Let R be a right semihereditary semiprime P.I.
ring which is finitely generated as a module over its centre. Then R is an extended
semihereditary ring and has a classical quotient ring (right and left) which is a
regular ring.

2. Let R = (J£), where T is a commutative regular ring. Then R is extended
semihereditary ring with left flat epimorphic hull M(R) = (£ / ) , and M(R) is a
regular biregular ring with artinian primitive factors. R is its own classical right
quotient ring.

3. Let T be a right self-injective simple regular ring which is not artinian. Then
there exists a maximal right essential ideal V of T which is not two-sided, and
R = {t e T: tV Q V} is an extended semihereditary ring which has T as its left
flat epimorphic hull [6].

(a) V n R is a two-sided ideal of R which is right G-closed but which is not a
member of J.

(b) Ty(R) = 0 for all maximal G-closed right ideals Fof R.
(c) R is semiprime and is its own right classical quotient ring.
When R is a commutative semihereditary ring, then M(R) is the classical

quotient ring of R. The maximal G-closed right ideals of R are the minimal prime
ideals of R. If V is a maximal ideal of M(R), then V n R = P is a minimal prime
ideal of R, and M/V = QCL(R/P), where R/P is a Priifer domain and
Qci.(R/P) t n e classical quotient ring. The ideals of the form TV{R) are the
minimal prime ideals of R.
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Many properties of minimal prime ideals in a commutative semihereditary ring
have been presented in [14].

In a commutative semihereditary ring each prime ideal P of R contains a
unique minimal prime ideal P', and

R/P' QRpQ RP;

where Rp and Rp, are the rings of quotients of R, in the classical sense, with
respect to these prime ideals. The following result shows that this desirable
property may be generalised to an arbitrary extended semihereditary ring.

PROPOSITION 3.16. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring and a a prime
torsion radical such that TV(A) 2 a (A) for all A e J( R. Then

(i)a(R)=Tv(R).
(ii) R/TV(R) C Ra c Rv, where Ra is the ring of quotients corresponding to the

torsion radical a.
(iii) Rais a left and right flat R-module and an extended semihereditary ring.

PROOF. Since TV and a are prime radicals and TV > a, Proposition 19.4 of [6]
implies that there is a TV -critical ideal / and a a-critical ideal / ' such that
(/: R a) c (/': R a') for some a <£ I, a' £ /'. Let (/': R a') = /", which is also a
a-critical ideal.

Clearly a(R) c TV{R) c V. Let x e ry(R)\o(R). Then

HomR(xR,ER(R/I"))* 0,

and thus there exists r e R and z £ / " such that rR(xr) c rR(z + /"), i.e.
zrR(xr) C I".

Since R is semihereditary, there exists e2 = e e R such that rR(xr) = eR. Now
xr e TV(R), and so lRrR(xr) c TV(R) [6, Proposition 2.7]. Hence R(l - e) c
Ty(R) c (/: Ra)c (/': a') = I", and so z = ze + z(l - e) e /", which is a con-
tradiction. Thus a(R) = TV(R).

Facts (ii) and (iii) are consequences of (i).

4. Almost hereditary rings

DEFINITION 4.1. A module AR is said to be finite injective if, for every/: / -> A
from any finitely generated right ideal, there exists a map g such that the diagram

commutes.
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Every injective /^-module is finite injective, and for a right noetherian ring the
two concepts coincide.

PROPOSITION 4.2. If R is a Priifer domain, then AR is finite injective if and only if
it is divisible.

The proof of Proposition 4.2 is a slight adaption of the proof for Dedekind
domains that a module is injective if and only if divisible.

' Finite injective' is used as a suitable concept for 'divisibility' in this section. It
is evident that for an integral domain, a divisible module is not necessarily finite
injective.

The following proposition has a proof which is a slight adaption of the classical
result for hereditary rings.

PROPOSITION 4.3. R is a right semihereditary ring if and only if quotients of finite
injective R-modules are finite injective.

PROPOSITION 4.4 (Eklof and Sabbagh [5]). For a ring R, the following are
equivalent.

(i) R is regular.
(ii) Every right R-module is finite injective.

PROOF, (i) => (ii). Every finitely generated right ideal of a regular ring is a direct
summand.

(ii) => (i). R is right semihereditary because quotients of finite injective modules
must be finite injective.

Let x G R. If y G lRrR(x), there is a well-defined map / : xR -»yR given by
xr -* yr. By the assumption, / may be extended to a map / ' : R -> yR. Assume
that / ' ( I ) = a. Then f(xr) = axr — yr, and in particular y = ax. Thus Rx =
lRrR(x). Since R is a right semihereditary ring, we have rR(x) = eR and Rx =
lR(eR) = R(l — e) whenever e2 = e G R. Thus R is a regular ring.

The proof of (ii) => (i) uses a technique which is also used in Proposition 2.1 of
[17].

DEFINITION 4.5. A ring R is right almost hereditary if R is an extended
semihereditary ring, and if every right ideal / G G is projective.

When R is a commutative non-singular ring, the ideals of G are precisely those
right ideals of R which are not contained in any minimal prime ideal of R.

Thus, is the commutative case, Definition 4.6 coincides with that of Vasconce-
los [20].
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PROPOSITION 4.6. For an extended semihereditary ring R, every G-injective
R-module is finite injective.

PROOF. Let A R be a G-injective /{-module, / a finitely generated right ideal of
R, and H o m s ( / , A). If / e G, there exists a map ft such that the following
diagram commutes:

0

If / £ G, then there exists e2 = e e R such that / c eR as an essential right
submodule. Let {JC^, x 2 , . . . ,*„} be a generating set for / and consider the right
ideal J of R which has generating set x1, x2,- •. ,xn, 1 — e. If qJ = 0 for some
q e /?, then # e /?(1 — e) C\ Re = 0. Hence J is a finitely generated dense right
ideal of R, and 7 = / © (1 - e)R.

Thus if a: / -» A, there is a map a': J -> A which extends a. By the
assumption, there is a map /?: R -* A which extends a', and hence a.

THEOREM 4.7. For an extended semihereditary ring R the following are equivalent.
(i) R is a right almost hereditary ring.
(ii) Every finite injective R-module is G-injective.
(iii) Every quotient of a G-injective R-module is G-injective.
(iv) Every G-dense submodule P' of a projective R-module P is projective (i.e.

when P'/P G 3~c,, then P' isprojective).

PROOF, (i) => (ii). If / e G, then / contains a finitely generated dense right
ideal. So Proposition 5.19 of [8] implies that / is finitely generated.

(ii) => (iii). This is a consequence of Proposition 4.7 and Proposition 4.3.
(iii) =» (iv). Let P' be a G-dense submodule of a projective .R-module PR.

Consider the diagram

P'
I

J I

I

Y

Q
where Q is an injective /{-module. By the assumption, Q' is a G-injective
/{-module, and hence there is a map a: P -> Q' such that ai = a'. Since P is
projective, there is a map ft: P -» Q such that a = y/i. Thus the rectangle
commutes, and so P' is projective.
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COROLLARY 4.8. Let R be an extended semihereditary ring such that RR is finite
dimensional. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) R is a right noetherian right hereditary ring;
(ii) R is a right almost hereditary ring.

In the proof of (i) => (ii) of the theorem it was shown that every / e G is
finitely generated. Theorem 3.4 of [6] now implies that every / e G is invertible in
M(R) in the sense of Stenstrom [17]. This is a further equivalent condition to
those of the Theorem 4.8.

'Right almost hereditary' is a Morita invariant property. There are many
examples of right almost hereditary rings which are not right hereditary. Every
regular ring is trivially a right almost hereditary ring.
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